
Fieldgame

Date/Time
2nd August 2011
ca. 21:00 - 23:00 (around sunset)

Place
Kamp Bromhofen

Persons in charge
Nico Marconi

Aim

After a strong day with the hike to play some short games with nice peoples. And to have fun.

Structure

1. Explanation of the game.
2. The participants are split up in groups of 8 persons (around 32 groups). Every group shall consists different

countries and different ages.
3. Level 1 Every group receives a yellow marked map with different stations. The groups go to this stations and

make there the small task (3 - 4 minutes). When they finish the station they receive a small gift. They aren’t
allowed to make the same station direct after again.
There are 23 stations, but the groups has also to walk from one station to the other → this should fit. Every
station has an opening and a closing time.

4. Level 2 After 35 minutes 16 stations exchange the yellow marked map with a red marked map, all the other
stations close at this time. Maybe the groups has do make a station twice to receive the new map. The rest is
the same like level 1.
After 70 minutes 16 stations gives the group the information where the last station is (the outdoor swimmin
pool), all the other stations close at this time. The groups has to go immediately to this station.

5. Level 3 After the group is at the swimming pool, there aren’t allowed to go back, a guard ensure this. The
last task for the group is to build a swimming thing with the materials from the stations. This things are also
marked with a number.

6. Level 4 Let the thing from level 3 swim and a jury marks the 3 most beautiful ones.

Security concept

• Everyone has a pocketlamp with it.
• The groups are always together. Nobody is left alone (except the station leaders).
• If you don’t find the next station or if you can’t go on go back to the open-air swimming pool.
• If there is an accident or if you are lost, call the emergency phone. You find this number on the maps.

Material

• Cards with the number to mark the swimming thing.
• Some sticky tape for the groups that doesn’t win someone at the stations.
• See the station description resp. the list with the needed materials at the stations.
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